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Dating the open /æ/ sound change in Southern
British English
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Valhallagatan 21, 26162 Glumsl€ov, Sweden

Abstract: The new open /æ/ was not noticed in the non-regional received pronunciation (RP) accent of Southern British
English until the 1980s. Dating to the 1950s or 1920s had been suggested, but the earliest known regional example was born
in Kent in the 1860s. Formant data from archived recordings of 29 Southeastern speakers, born between the 1850s and 1960s,
were studied using two methods: inspection of formant diagrams for closer /æ/, and modelling low vowels for open /æ/. The
earliest RP speaker found with new open /æ/ was born in 1857, demonstrating that this type of sound change had started by
the 1850s. VC 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY)
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

1.1 The problem

This report aims to date the recently observed lowering1 of TRAP
2 pronunciation in southeast England, in non-regional

received pronunciation3 (RP) and in regional accents. The timbre of closer TRAP was IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet)
[æ]4 (Fig. 1), while open TRAP is open [æ] (Fig. 2). This new TRAP was not noticed in RP until the 1980s. Gimson (1964)
reviewed sound changes in RP, finding diphthongization of TRAP to [æ@] and lengthening of words like “bad” but not lower-
ing. Wells (1982) was the first to report TRAP lowering. Henton (1983) and Bauer (1985) used formant analysis to discover
evidence of sound change, reporting TRAP centering. TRAP lowering was finally confirmed spectrally by Hawkins and Midgley
(2005), dating it to the 1950s. However, Fabricius (2007) reported earlier RP speakers with open TRAP, one born in 1926. Did
Fabricius find it starting then, or was it already in progress? Daniel Jones (1929) himself, suggests it was (see Fig. 2).
Przedlacka and Ashby (2019) have also reported a spectral analysis of Jones’ RP vowels, especially open TRAP confirming Fig.
2. Early examples like this are controversial, with speakers born long before anyone reported this sound change. Jones (1909,
1918) described only the closer TRAP timbre. Controversial as they may be, it was examples like Fig. 2, together with regional
examples from southeast England, that first prompted doubts about the dating of this sound change.

1.2 Accents of southeast England

Southern British English (SBE) is the regional dialect spoken across southern England from Norfolk to Cornwall, distin-
guished phonologically from neighbouring Northern British English (NBE) by the TRAP-BATH split and the FOOT-STRUT split
(Wales, 2006; Britain, 2012). There are several SBE regiolects, generalized by Wells (1982) from east to southwest as East
Anglian, London, Home Counties, and Western. The accent of interest here is Home Counties SBE (HC), spoken in the
region surrounding London, north to Northamptonshire. Ellis (1889) described four earlier dialects in the Home Counties,
now merged into one. Wood (2017) traces a transitional sequence of eight 19th century sound changes in Kent which,
together with similar sound changes in Essex, were pointed out by Rosewarne (1984) as the origins of Estuary English. RP
and regional HC accents are distinguished by their respective phoneme systems. RP was described by Sweet (1877) and
Jones (1909, 1918); later revisions are provided by Gimson (1962) and Wells (1982). HC was stigmatized until the 1960s
and very little had been published on it until Rosewarne (1984) mentioned Estuary English. Consequently, Wells (1982)
found little to report on HC pronunciation. This region has attracted more attention since then, summarized by Jansen
and Amos (2020) and Ryfa (2013). Table 1 lists some differences between RP and HC. Wood (2017) described a shibbo-
leth that has distinguished regional southeastern accents from non-regional RP, concerning their respective pronunciations
of the MOUTH lexical set (Fig. 3). The “polite educated” community (Cooper, 1687) shifted MOUTH down the back vowels to
current RP [aU-AU] (Luick, 1896; Jespersen, 1909; Wolfe, 1973), while the “provincial” community shifted MOUTH down
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the front vowels to regional [Eı] (Britain, 2008; Cooper, 1687), eventually to open [æ`�æ+] in London and the southeast
while [Eı] still occurs in the southwest.

1.3 Weak phonetic theory around 1900

Phoneticians were led astray by weak vowel theory around 1900, such as an absolute belief in A. M. Bell’s new vowel
model (Bell, 1867) or Passy’s (1907) version adopted by Jones (Collins and Mees, 1995) that attributed the difference
between the two TRAP versions entirely to speculated tongue height. The Bell model was questioned by Russell (1928), and
finally contradicted and invalidated by Chiba and Kajiyama (1941) and Fant (1960).

Similarly, phoneticians were misled by the claimed ability to feel the tongue positions of the Bell vowel model
(first expressed by Sweet, 1877). Sadly, Bell’s tongue positions for vowels were just not there, waiting to be felt. Eventually,
feeling tongue positions for vowels was associated with the neurophysiological function of proprioception (Catford, 1981;
Wood, 1987), although that is not how proprioception works. Comprehensive handbooks of neurophysiology, such as
Siegel and Sapru (2015), will explain that proprioception is only a partly conscious process, allowing awareness of some
articulator positions, but also is a partly nonconscious process, precluding awareness of others.

1.4 Dating open TRAP

The occurrence of closer TRAP and open TRAP was investigated by analysing the spectra of TRAP instances in continuous
speech collected from archived recordings of RP speakers born in 1850–1930 and regional speakers born in 1860–1960
(Sec. 2.1), applying two methods for identifying the TRAP version (visual inspection of vowel diagrams, and modelling of
low vowels, with criteria for lowering appropriate to each). Whatever the method, individual speakers are necessary, rather
than groups that can conceal both stages of TRAP, preventing the recognition of either. An additional important principle
underlying this study is that sound change begins with children acquiring speech that differs from their parents’ in some
respect (Labov, 1989; Greenlee and Ohala, 1980).

Fig. 2. A selection of RP vowels by speaker RP007 [Daniel Jones (1929), born in the 1880s], illustrating open TRAP with higher F1 668–825Hz,
and no compression of DRESS and KIT.

Fig. 1. A selection of RP vowels by speaker RP015 born in 1900–1910, illustrating closer TRAP with F1 489–682Hz and DRESS and KIT com-
pressed towards FLEECE.
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2. Procedures

2.1 Speech samples

Speech recordings were collected for four groups of speakers representing southeastern accents. Selection criteria were (i)
only male speakers to minimise vocal tract size effects, and (ii) accent relevance. Recordings were found in the BBC
Archive, the British Library, or randomly online and were typically at least 15–30 min in duration. The speakers remained
anonymous with the exception of Daniel Jones, identified as Jones (1929). Group 1 consists of six RP speakers born in the
19th century (the queried period). Group 2 consists of nine RP speakers born in 1900–1930 [the period prior to Fabricius’
(2007) first instance of open TRAP). Group 3 consists of eight speakers of 19th century transitional Kentish SBE, mostly by
the Survey of English Dialects (Orton and Dieth, 1962), available from the British Library. Their formant data are cited
from Wood (2017). Group 4 consists of six speakers of 20th century HC, born in 1905–1958 (the period when Estuary
English was spreading through the HC).

Additionally, recordings of five other RP speakers born in the 1940s were analysed independently to define the
F1 and F2 zones covered by open vowels by adult males.

2.2 Formant analysis

MP3 files were immediately saved in WAV format. Vowel formants were analysed using Praat (Boersma and Weenink,
2017). Linear predictive formant tracking was successful for most recordings, while FFT slices from narrowband spectro-
grams offered the only solution for others. Otherwise recordings wee rejected. Only fully prominent exemplars of vowels
were analysed, taken from focally accented syllables (to minimise spectral effects of vowel reduction). Formants were taken
at the moment where the vocoid segment was least affected by adjacent consonants (to minimize spectral effects from
coarticulation), determined by observing CV and VC formant transitions on spectrograms.

2.3 Two methods for distinguishing closer and open TRAP

2.3.1 Method 1: Visual inspection of vowel diagrams

This is probably the traditional method for identifying sound change objectively, by comparing respective positions of pho-
neme zones in diagrams, and noting systematic differences. There is still the problem of how far TRAP F1 should increase
to be deemed open. However, there is an independent criterion. Four phonemes had to share the non-low front region
when closer TRAP occupied the F1 region around 400–500H z (/æ, e, I, i/) (Fig. 1), with consequent compression of DRESS

and KIT towards FLEECE. Jones (1918) described RP/e/ (DRESS), as “not quite so high as for the i sounds,” just below “half-
close and French �e.” There is no such compression of DRESS and KIT, associated with open TRAP (Fig. 2).

Fig. 3. Shown are 19th and 20th century pronunciations of the MOUTH diphthong in southeast England. Left, regional accents; right, non-
regional RP.

Table 1. Some pronunciation differences between accents of southeast England (“>” means “becoming”).

Accent TRAP BATH LOT THOUGHT GOAT MOUTH

19th, 20th century RP Closer þ open [A+] [`] [O+] [ou > @U] [aU > AU]
19th century Kent Closer > open [a+] [A > O] [O+ > o+] [ou > aU] [Eı > æ`]
20th century HC Open [A+] [O] [o+] [aU] [Eı > æ`]
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2.3.2 Method 2: Modelling the articulation of low vowels

This second approach explores what is actually happening at a low pharyngeal constriction for vowels that A.M. Bell called
low (Fant, 1965). This is modelled using nomograms for the three-parameter model (Stevens and House, 1955). The result
of modelling low pharyngeal vowels is then compared with formants of three low vowels. These are (i) RP BATH (together
with PALM, START), stably recognised as open back (Hickey, 2020); (ii) new open RP STRUT, exclusively open central since
1909 (Fabricius, 2007); and finally (iii), open TRAP at open front (Fig. 4).

The inner grid of Fig. 4 encompasses a region with F1 extending from about 600–850Hz, related mainly to
mouth-opening, while F2 extends roughly over 900–1700Hz, related mainly to the degree of constriction. The top of this
grid can be extrapolated towards even lower F1 values representing schwa-like reductions. The superimposed vowel zones
match the coverage of the grid well, but not precisely, F1 continuing to 950Hz and F2 to 1900Hz. This is probably due to
the model being longer than the vocal tracts of these five speakers.

For now, the important problem is defining the range of F1 for low vowels obtainable from a low pharyngeal
constriction, distinguishing them from mid vowels to avoid any reduction. The lowest F1 frequencies in each low vowel
zone in Fig. 4 tended towards 600Hz (629Hz for TRAP, 602Hz for STRUT, and 602Hz for BATH in unreduced focally
accented syllables. This represents their centrewards limit of open vowel production, avoiding vowel reduction. This lower
F1 limit of low vowels is probably not fixed, but related to vocal tract size, or it might even be dynamic, moving about,
subject to varying speaking styles. A criterion for open TRAP is then F1 at least about 600Hz by adult males.

3. Results

The results are recorded in Table 2.

3.1 Results by Method 1: Inspection of vowel diagrams

Method 1 identifies one RP speaker (Table 2) with closer TRAP in Group 1 (RP013) and one in Group 2 (RP015).
Additionally, two regional speakers were identified with closer TRAP in Group 3 (KEN001 and KEN007). There were no
instances of closer TRAP in Group 4 (20th century HC SBE).

3.2 Results by Method 2: Modelling low vowels

Method 2 identifies open TRAP for speakers where all TRAP F1 are higher than 600Hz. The majority were identified as open
TRAP by this criterion (Table 2), namely, RP012, RP006, RP007, and RP002 in Group 1, and RP014, RP003, RP016, RP017,
and RP019 in Group 2. One set of results stood out as special, where F1was also lower than 600Hz, effectively like
reduced open vowels, threatening phoneme contrasts with mid vowels. The speakers concerned were RP001 in Group 1,
RP004, and RP026 in Group 2. These had open TRAP, despite the reduction (their other TRAP instances being open with F1
above 600 Hz. A likely explanation is the finding of Hawkins and Midgley (2005), a tendency for some elderly speakers to
produce lower F1.

The cause is hardly age itself. A possible explanation is fatigue due to ill health. There are audible signs of dis-
tress in their speech indicating pathology. These speakers seem to be too weak occasionally to implement the necessary
manoeuvres for open TRAP, especially moving the mandible for a larger mouth opening. Figure 4 shows that F1 below
600Hz is related to smaller mouth openings. Reubold and Harrington (2015) provide more examples in a longitudinal

Fig. 4. Formant diagram of the low vowel zone. The inner grid shows the frequencies of F1 and F2 obtained from the three-parameter model
(Stevens and House, 1955) for a low pharyngeal constriction (4 cm above the glottal end) by varying the degree of constriction (Amincm

2) and
magnitude of mouth opening (A/lcm). Superimposed are three open vowel zones, for BATH, STRUT, and TRAP, each by five RP speakers born in
the 1940s. Adapted with permission from Wood (1979). Copyright 1979 Elsevier.
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study and conclude F1 raising or lowering may not necessarily be due to a sound change, but could instead arise as a
result of the aging voice’s influence on the acoustic signal. Similarly Reddy et al. (2022) report changes in glottal flow and
SPL (sound pressure level) in patients with heart failure.

4. Discussion and conclusions

4.1 Limitations

An underlying assumption of this study is that accents are acquired during childhood and kept for a lifetime although
some people modify their accents later in life. Unless adequate biographical data are available, this information cannot be
determined from archival recordings.

The recording conditions for archival material are also unknown and most are 78 rpm gramophone recordings.
As such, one can only rely on the professional competence of the recording companies.

4.2 Dating new open TRAP

Open TRAP was happening in 19th century RP as early as the 1850s (RP012 was the earliest followed by four others in
Group1). However, there was only one example of closer TRAP in Group 1. The regional sound change (KEN007, KEN001
in Group 3) was from closer to open TRAP as though the coming norm was open TRAP. One possible solution is that this is
old history—that instances of closer TRAP are the surviving outcome of the TRAP-BATH split, and Table 2 possibly records a
late 18th or early 19th century sound change from closer to open TRAP.

Table 2. Results for two methods distinguishing open and closer TRAP in the four groups of southeastern SBE accents. Column 4 for Method 1
(compression of DRESS and KIT); column 6 for Method 2 (all F1 higher than 600HZ for low).

1. ID 2. Born 3. Tokens 4. Comp? 5. Recorded 6. TRAP F1 range

Group 1
RP012 1850–1860 4 No 1937 680–800
RP013 1860–1870 13 Yes 1939 352–713
RP006 1860–1870 6 No 1931 641–785
RP001 1870–1880 6 No 592–687
RP007 1880–1890 8 No 1929 668–825
RP002 1890–1900 4 No 1960 602–657
Group 2
RP014 1901–1910 13 No 1954 601–708
RP015 1901–1910 12 Yes 1958 489–682
RP003 1901–1910 16 No 1958 720–818
RP016 1911–1920 11 No 1958 612–744
RP017 1911–1920 10 No 1958 602–701
RP004 1921–1930 6 No 1986 580–728
RP019 1921–1930 8 No 1985 629–730
RP026 1921–1930 10 No 565–710
Group 3
KEN002 1861–1870 5 No 1931 595–727
KEN007 1861–1870 5 Yes 1958 483–538
KEN001 1871–1880 5 Yes 1950 514–578
KEN006 1881–1890 7 No 1958 601–665
KEN005 1881–1890 6 No 1958 632–680
KEN004 1881–1890 7 No 1952 633–744
KEN003 1881–1890 5 No 1959 582–713
KEN008 1891–1900 5 No 1959 562–759
Group 4
HC008 1901–1910 5 No 1990s 601–691
HC009 1901–1910 5 No 1971 696–724
HC011 1921–1930 3 No 1990s 633–717
HC007 1941–1950 5 No 1990s 634–662
HC001 1951–1960 4 No 1955 639–749
HC004 1951–1960 5 No 671–791
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4.3 The articulation of TRAP

Figure 4 demonstrates that the higher F1 for open TRAP requires a maximally wide degree of low pharyngeal constriction
(Amin at 2–3 cm2), and a suitably large mouth opening. This widest pharyngeal constriction is close to a tipping point
where the constriction location passes to the hard palate yielding an [E]-like timbre with F1 about 500–600Hz. This tip-
ping zone was possibly exploited for the closer TRAP. Jones (1918) had difficulty decribing the articulation of this vowel,
but noted “a contraction in the pharyngeal region,” presumably tissue movement originating from middle pharyngeal con-
strictor activity to maintain a low pharyngeal constriction.
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